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ABSTRACT
Many of us hoped that the introduction of online social networks
and their widespread adoption would result in an increased dis-
semination of diverse ideas and a growing convergence on a set
of universally accepted good ideas. Unfortunately, studies have
shown that social networks have instead contributed to the grow-
ing degree of polarization in society at large across a wide range of
issues. By employing algorithmic filtering algorithms to prioritize
opinions that social network users agree with, and is thus more
likely to engage with, over opinions that users disagree with, social
networks encourage users to form filter bubbles around themselves,
creating echo chambers, and promote polarization.

In this paper, we contribute to the growing body of work on
studying the impact of such filter bubbles from the lens of empirical
simulations. Specifically, we build upon an existing opinion dynam-
ics model to incorporate both assimilation and boomerang effects,
representing how opinions can either converge or diverge when
two individuals interact, and empirically evaluate the polarization
impact of several simple algorithmic filtering strategies through
simulations.

Our results show that (1) when prioritizing similar opinions
to expose to individuals, polarization increases as the number of
individuals affected by boomerang effects increases; (2) when pri-
oritizing popularity of individuals, extreme polarization seldom
occur; and (3) when prioritizing the neutrality of opinions (i.e., pre-
ferring non-extreme opinions over extreme opinions), polarization
is unsurprisingly minimized.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Introduced by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes in the 1919 case of
Abrams v. United States, the notion of amarketplace of ideas, where
all ideas can compete in a free and unregulated market and the best
ideas will ultimately emerge through widespread acceptance among
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the population, is a key rationale behind the need for the freedom of
speech. Consequently, in the modern era of social networks, where
an even more diverse set of ideas can be shared faster than ever
before and with a global audience that is larger than ever before
ever, one would expect that even better ideas should emerge from
the discourse.

Unfortunately, instead of realizing our lofty dreams, social net-
works have brought forth unintended consequences of arguably
nightmarish proportions. For example, they have been associated
with increased polarization in society across a wide range of issues,
including politics [2, 4, 10], science [21], and, more recently, health-
care [18]. Despite the exposure to diverse opinions and perspectives,
individuals, unfortunately, gravitate toward clusters with diametric
opposing views, unwilling to consider differing opinions. Given the
severity of this phenomena – eroding democratic values, making
rational discourse impossible, and potentially causing partisan vi-
olence – it is of extreme importance to identify the cause of this
phenomena.

A recent study concluded that social networks are likely not
the root causes of political polarization, but they do exacerbate
it [6]. Researchers have identified several reasons why social net-
works exacerbate polarization: (1) Fake news travels faster than
true stories on social networks [14] and significant misinformation
and polarization arise in social networks even when only a small
percentage (∼15%) of individuals believe fake news to be true [3];
(2) Social networks filter the opinions that individuals are exposed
to and prioritize opinions that are well aligned with the opinions
of the individuals [9]. This concept of filter bubbles is based on the
idea that individuals are more likely to engage with content and
opinions that they agree with over those that they do not. Therefore,
as social network companies are incentivized to increase user en-
gagement, as that is their primary revenue source, they form filter
bubbles around individuals, creating echo chambers and promote
polarization.

Researchers have recently studied the effect of filter bubbles in
social networks, including how a network administrator can alter
how likely individuals are exposed to the opinions of others in a so-
cial network [20] and how to mitigate filter bubbles in an influence
maximization setting [20]. However, a limitation of the previous
work by [9] is that it assumes that an individual can still be exposed
to the opinions of all of its neighbors in the social network. This
assumption may not hold in some social networks, where an indi-
vidual is exposed to the opinions of a subset of its neighbors only.
A prominent example is Facebook, where only updates of some
friends are shown in the news feed of users. We address this limita-
tion in this paper by investigating how several simple algorithmic



filtering strategies for deciding whose opinions an individual is ex-
posed to can impact the polarization of opinions in social networks.
Further, our opinion dynamics model allows for both assimilation
and boomerang effects, where the former describes how the opinion
of an individual will converge closer to the opinion of the individual
they are interacting with and the latter describes how the opinion
of an individual will diverge further away from the opinion of the
individual they are interacting with. Our experimental results show
that (1) when prioritizing similar opinions to expose to individu-
als, polarization increases as the number of individuals affected
by boomerang effects increases; (2) when prioritizing popularity
of individuals, extreme polarization seldom occur; and (3) when
prioritizing the neutrality of opinions (i.e., preferring non-extreme
opinions over extreme opinions), polarization is unsurprisingly
minimized.

2 BACKGROUND: OPINION DYNAMICS
MODEL

We follow the opinion dynamics model by Tsang and Larson [25]
in this paper, where agents are embedded in a weighted undirected
graph 𝐺 = ⟨𝑉 , 𝐸⟩, where the vertices 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, . . . , 𝑣𝑛} corre-
spond to the agents and the edges (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) indicate that agents 𝑣𝑖
and 𝑣 𝑗 are neighbors on the social network and can interact with
each other.

The dynamics model models the propagation of an opinion on
an issue during a discrete set of time steps 𝑡 ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,𝑇 }. Further,
it assumes that the opinion has exactly two poles, which an agent’s
opinion encoded by a continuous real value in [0, 1], where 0 and
1 represent the most extreme opinions in the spectrum and 0.5
represents a neutral opinion.

The opinion of agent 𝑣𝑖 at time step 𝑡 is denoted by 𝑥𝑡
𝑖
and it can

share it’s opinion with all its neighbors 𝑁𝑖 = {𝑣 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 | (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) ∈ 𝐸}.
This opinion is updated according to:

𝑥𝑡𝑖 =
𝑤𝑡−1
𝑖𝑖

𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖
+∑

𝑣𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖
𝑤𝑡−1
𝑖 𝑗

𝑥𝑡−1
𝑗

𝑤𝑡−1
𝑖𝑖
+∑

𝑣𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖
𝑤𝑡−1
𝑖 𝑗

(1)

where 𝑤𝑡−1
𝑖 𝑗

corresponds to a trust value maintained by agent 𝑣𝑖
indicating the weight it gives to the opinions of 𝑣 𝑗 at time step 𝑡 − 1.
This trust value also evolves over time according to:

𝑤𝑡
𝑖 𝑗 =

𝑤𝑡−1
𝑖 𝑗
+ 𝑟𝑇 (𝑥𝑡

𝑖
, 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
)

1 + 𝑟 (2)

where 𝑇 (𝑥𝑡
𝑖
, 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
) is a trust function and 𝑟 is a learning rate of the

population. The trust function is defined by:

𝑇 (𝑥𝑡𝑖 , 𝑥
𝑡
𝑗 ) = exp

(
−
(𝑥𝑡

𝑖
− 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
)2

ℎ

)
(3)

and depends on the difference between the two opinions 𝑥𝑡
𝑖
− 𝑥𝑡

𝑗

and an empathy parameter ℎ via the Gaussian kernel. Intuitively,
the larger the difference of opinions, the more unwilling the agent
is to be persuaded by the other opinion. In contrast, the larger
the empathy parameter, the more willing the population is to be
persuaded by other opinions.

Finally, the model also includes a subset of agents who are ex-
tremists whose opinions are either 0 or 1 (called 0-extremists and 1-
extremists, respectively) and their opinions will remain unchanged
regardless of who they are interacting with.

3 OPINION DYNAMICS WITH ASSIMILATION
AND BOOMERANG EFFECTS

One of the key properties of the opinion dynamics model described
in the previous section is that the trust value is non-decreasing over
time as the range of the trust function is greater that or equal to one
(see Equations 2 and 3). Consequently, the opinion 𝑥𝑡

𝑖
of an agent

𝑣𝑖 will always be drawn towards the opinion 𝑥𝑡
𝑗
of agent 𝑣 𝑗 that

it is interacting with. This property is based on the rationale that
when two people interact and learn about each other’s opinions,
they revise their own opinions to become more similar [1, 24].

However, there is also evidence that the opposite happens, that
is, that the opinion 𝑥𝑡

𝑖
of an agent 𝑣𝑖 moves further away in the

opposite direction of the opinion 𝑥𝑡
𝑗
of agent 𝑣 𝑗 that it is interacting

with [5]. One possible explanation for this effect is through the the-
ory of cognitive dissonance from psychology [15, 19]. According to
this theory, individuals seek to have all of their beliefs and opinions
to be consistent with one another. Therefore, when individuals are
in a state of cognitive dissonance (i.e., they have to rationalize two
conflicting opinions), they take steps to reduce the extent of that
dissonance [7]. For example, they may associate the other opinion
as “fake news” and will even more firmly defend their opinion.

With this motivation in mind, we extend the opinion dynamics
model described in the previous section to better account for these
two opposite effects. Specifically, we modify the trust function and
parameterize it with two threshold parameters 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 (with
0 ≤ 𝑑1 ≤ 𝑑2 ≤ 1). There are the following three cases based on the
difference between the two opinions |𝑥𝑡

𝑖
− 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
|:

• |𝑥𝑡
𝑖
−𝑥𝑡

𝑗
| < 𝑑1: An assimilation effect occurs, that is, the trust value

𝑤𝑡
𝑖 𝑗
of agent 𝑣𝑖 on the opinion of agent 𝑣 𝑗 increases. Consequently,

the opinion 𝑥𝑡
𝑖
of agent 𝑣𝑖 moves closer to the opinion 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
of agent

𝑣 𝑗 that it was exposed to.
• |𝑥𝑡

𝑖
− 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
| > 𝑑2: A boomerang effect occurs, that is, the trust value

𝑤𝑡
𝑖 𝑗

of agent 𝑣𝑖 on the opinion of agent 𝑣 𝑗 decreases. Conse-
quently, the opinion 𝑥𝑡

𝑖
of agent 𝑣𝑖 moves further away to the

opinion 𝑥𝑡
𝑗
of agent 𝑣 𝑗 that it was exposed to.

• 𝑑1 ≤ |𝑥𝑡𝑖 − 𝑥
𝑡
𝑗
| ≤ 𝑑2: It is in a neutral zone, that is, the trust value

𝑤𝑡
𝑖 𝑗
of agent 𝑣𝑖 on the opinion of agent 𝑣 𝑗 remains unchanged.

Consequently, the opinion 𝑥𝑡
𝑖
of agent 𝑣𝑖 remains unaffected by

the opinion 𝑥𝑡
𝑗
of agent 𝑣 𝑗 that it was exposed to.

Intuitively, the larger the threshold 𝑑1, the more empathetic an
agent is to an opinion that is different from theirs, resulting in
them more likely to align their opinion in response. Similarly, the
smaller the threshold 𝑑2, the more adamant an agent is on their
own opinion, resulting in them more likely to oppose a differing
opinion.



More formally, we define the trust function as:

𝑇 (𝑥𝑡𝑖 , 𝑥
𝑡
𝑗 ) =


𝑒

( |𝑥𝑡
𝑖
−𝑥𝑡

𝑗
|−𝑑1 )2

−(𝑑1/ln(2) )2 − 1 if |𝑥𝑡
𝑖
− 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
| < 𝑑1

0 if 𝑑1 ≤ |𝑥𝑡𝑖 − 𝑥
𝑡
𝑗
| ≤ 𝑑2

1 − 𝑒
( |𝑥𝑡

𝑖
−𝑥𝑡

𝑗
|−𝑑2 )2

−( (1−𝑑2 )/ln(2) )2 if |𝑥𝑡
𝑖
− 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
| > 𝑑2

(4)

Additionally, unlike the trust function from the earlier model, we
ensure that the range of the new function is within -1 and 1 and
modify the trust value update according to:

𝑤𝑡
𝑖, 𝑗 ← 𝛼𝑤𝑡−1

𝑖, 𝑗 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑇 (𝑥
𝑡
𝑖 , 𝑥

𝑡
𝑗 ) (5)

where 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter akin to the learning rate that tunes
how fast the weights change over time.

Finally, we use the exact same opinion update rule (see Equa-
tion 1) as in the previous model and allow for the possibility of
extremist agents as in the previous model.

4 ALGORITHMIC FILTERING STRATEGIES
We now describe several simple algorithmic filtering strategies for
selecting at each time step, which𝑘 neighbors an agent is interacting
with, where 𝑘 is a user-defined input parameter. Wewill use 𝑆𝑖 ⊆ 𝑁𝑖

to denote the subset of neighbors of agent 𝑣𝑖 that the agent is
interacting with. More formally:

𝑆𝑖 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, . . . , 𝑣𝑘 | 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 ∧ P} (6)

where P corresponds to the constraints of different algorithmic
filtering strategies described below.
• Random Neighbors: As a baseline strategy, for each agent 𝑣𝑖 ,
we select 𝑘 neighbors randomly. Therefore, for this strategy:

P ≡ true (7)

as no additional constraint is imposed.
• Least Polar Neighbors: In this strategy, for each agent 𝑣𝑖 , we
select the 𝑘 neighbors whose opinions are the least polar, that is,
the 𝑘 neighbors whose opinions are closest to 0.5. More formally,

P ≡ ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑖 \ {𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 } : |𝑥 − 0.5| ≥ |𝑥 𝑗 − 0.5| (8)

where 𝑥 𝑗 is the opinion of neighboring agent 𝑣 𝑗 and 𝑋𝑖 is the
set of opinions of all neighboring agents 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 . The intuition
behind this strategy is that onemightwant to combat polarization
through exposure to neutral neighbors only.
• Most Popular Neighbors: In this strategy, for each agent 𝑣𝑖 ,
we select the 𝑘 most connected neighbors. This is motivated by
the idea that social networks may prefer to expose individuals
to neighbors who are “influencers” or popular (i.e., neighbors
with many neighbors) under the assumption that the opinions of
influencers carry more weight than opinions of non-influencers.
More formally,

P ≡ ∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 \ {𝑣1, 𝑣2, . . . , 𝑣𝑘 } : deg(𝑣) ≤ deg(𝑣 𝑗 ) (9)

where deg(𝑣) is the degree of agent 𝑣 in the graph.
• Most Similar Neighbors: In this strategy, for each agent 𝑣𝑖 ,
we select the 𝑘 neighbors whose opinions are closest to that
of the agent. This is motivated by homophily – the notion that

individuals are likely to be attracted to others who are similar to
them. More formally,

P ≡ ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑖 \ {𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 } : |𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 | ≥ |𝑥 𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖 | (10)

where 𝑥 𝑗 is the opinion of 𝑣 𝑗 and 𝑋𝑖 is the set of opinions of all
neighboring agents 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 .

5 RELATEDWORK
5.1 Opinion Dynamics Models
While we extend the Tsang and Larson model of opinion dynam-
ics [25], there are other models worth noting. The DeGroot model
[12] is one such foundational model. Similar to our model, it too
models social networks as a graph of agents that interact with
neighbors in each time step. However, each agent 𝑣𝑖 updates its
opinion 𝑥𝑡

𝑖
at time step 𝑡 according to:

𝑥𝑡𝑖 =
∑︁

𝑣𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖

𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑥
𝑡
𝑗 (11)

where 𝑇𝑖 𝑗 ≥ 0 is the weight that agent 𝑖 has on agent 𝑗 ’s opinion.
One benefit of this model is that it provides clear conditions for
determining whether it is possible for the agents in the network to
reach a consensus. Then, if we let 𝑋𝑘 denote the vector of opinions
at time step 𝑡 , such that 𝑋 𝑡 = [𝑥𝑡1, 𝑥

𝑡
2, . . . , 𝑥

𝑡
𝑛]𝑇 , and define a matrix

𝑇 whose 𝑖, 𝑗-th element is 𝑇𝑖 𝑗 , Equation 11 can be written as:

𝑋 𝑡 = 𝑇𝑋 𝑡−1 (12)

A popular extension of the DeGroot model is the Friedkin-
Johnsen model [16], which introduces a positive diagonal matrix Λ
that quantifies the extent to which each agent is open to outside
influence. This model is then defined by:

𝑋 𝑡 = Λ𝑇𝑋 𝑡−1 + (I − Λ)𝑋 0 (13)

where I is the identity matrix. Then, if Λ = I, the Friedkin-Johnsen
model reduces to the original DeGroot model. With the incorpora-
tion of Λ, this model allows each agent to hold true to their own
opinion and not only be influenced by their neighbors. However,
one shortcoming of both models is that they assume that when two
agents interact, their opinions will become more similar. In other
words, they only model assimilation effects.

Chau et al. [8] addresses this limitation by introducing
boomerang effects in their opinion dynamics model. Similar to pre-
vious models, they too model social networks as a graph of agents
that interact with neighbors at each time step. However, unlike
previous models where an agent interacts with all their neighbors
in each time step, in this model, only a pair of neighboring agents
𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 interact with each other in each time step. When they
interact, both agents update their respective opinions 𝑥𝑡

𝑖
and 𝑥𝑡

𝑗
at

time step 𝑡 simultaneously. If |𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖
− 𝑥𝑡−1

𝑗
| < 𝑑1, then they are in

an assimilation zone, and the opinions are updated according to:

𝑥𝑡𝑖 = 𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖 + ` (𝑥𝑡−1

𝑗 − 𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖 ) (14)

𝑥𝑡𝑗 = 𝑥𝑡−1
𝑗 + ` (𝑥𝑡−1

𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡−1
𝑗 ) (15)

where ` ∈ (0, 0.5] is a convergence parameter. If |𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖
−𝑥𝑡−1

𝑗
| > 𝑑2,

then they are in a boomerang zone, and the opinions are updated
according to:

𝑥𝑡𝑖 = N(𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖 − _(𝑥𝑡−1

𝑗 − 𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖 )) (16)



𝑥𝑡𝑗 = N(𝑥
𝑡−1
𝑗 − _(𝑥𝑡−1

𝑖 − 𝑥𝑡−1
𝑗 )) (17)

where _ > 0 is a divergence parameter and N(·) is a normal-
ization function to keep the opinions between 0 and 1. If 𝑑1 ≤
|𝑥𝑡−1
𝑖
−𝑥𝑡−1

𝑗
| ≤ 𝑑2, then they are in a neutral zone and the opinions

remain unchanged. We draw inspirations from this model by also
incorporating the three regions of interactions in our model. How-
ever, aside from the difference in the number of agents that interact
and change their opinions in each time step, another key differ-
ence is that both agents that interact with each other change their
opinions simultaneously here. In contrast, only one agent changes
its opinion in our model (as well as in the other models described
above). This assumption is better reflects one-way interactions in
some social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, where an
individual who posted some information on the network (e.g., a
tweet on Twitter) does not change its opinion based on the other
individuals who accesses that information (e.g., reads the tweet).
In contrast, the individuals who access the information may have
their opinions changed.

5.2 Polarity Measures
There are a number of approaches to measure and quantify polarity
and there is often no consensus on which is the right measure. In
this paper, we follow the same measure as Tsang and Larson by
defining it as the absolute difference in opinion from 0.5 [25] and
report that measure in our experimental results. In contrast, Musco
et al. [23] present “a class of group-based polarization measures
that capture the extent to which opinions are clustered into distinct
groups.”

One statistical definition of polarization is Sarle’s Bimodality
Coefficient, which has been used to measure opinion polarization,
for example in the work by DiMaggio et al. [13]. Let 𝑋 denote a
vector of opinions and let 𝛾 and κ denote the skewness and kurtosis
of 𝑋 , respectively, where 𝑋 = 𝑋 − mean(𝑋 ). Then, Equation 18
defines a bimodality value 𝛽 (𝑋 ):

𝛽 (𝑋 ) = 𝛾2 + 1
κ

(18)

This measure returns a value in the range [0, 1] with 0 indicating
no polarization and 1 indicating maximum polarization.

Another polarity measure is one that is localized and is based on
an “average local agreement” that accounts for the local structure
in the social graph [23]. Let 𝑋 denote a vector of opinions and
𝑆 = sign(𝑋 − mean(𝑋 ) · ®1), where ®1 is a vector of ones. Then,
Equation 19 defines the average local agreement L(𝑋 ):

L(𝑋 ) = 1
|𝑉 |

∑︁
𝑣𝑖 ∈𝑉

1
deg(𝑣𝑖 )

∑︁
𝑣𝑗 ∈𝑁𝑖

1[𝑆𝑖 = 𝑆 𝑗 ] (19)

where deg(𝑣𝑖 ) is the degree of agent 𝑣𝑖 in the graph, 𝑆𝑖 is the 𝑖-
th element in the vector 𝑆 , and 1 is the indicator function. This
measure also returns a value in the range [0, 1] with 0 indicating no
polarization and 1 indicating maximum polarization. Additionally,
with a randomly initialized vector of opinions 𝑋 , L(𝑋 ) = 0.5,
indicating that values between 0 and 0.5 constitute expected levels
of polarization.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Wenowdescribe our experimental evaluation of the five algorithmic
filtering algorithms described in the previous section applied on a
simulated social network with agents whose opinions change based
on the opinion dynamics model described in Section 3.

6.1 Experimental Design
For our experiments, similar to others in the literature [8, 25], we
simulated our social network with Barabasi-Albert random graphs,
where we set the number of agents 𝑉 = 200 and the attachment
parameter of the graphs𝑚 = 4. The attachment parameter controls
the number of nodes each new node in the graph connects to during
the graph generation process. Each data point reported is an average
of 25 runs, each on a different problem instance.

In each problem instance, 20% of agents are randomly selected,
where half of them are 0-extremists and the other half are 1-
extremists. The opinions of these agents are initialized to 0 and 1,
respectively, and do not change over time even when they are inter-
acting with other agents. The opinions of all other non-extremist
agents are uniformly sampled from the range [0, 1]. The trust values
of all agents are initialized to 1, which corresponds to the uniform
trust model in the literature [25].

In each experiment, we varied the threshold parameters 𝑑1 and
𝑑2 that are used by the trust function (see Equation 4), varying each
parameter between 0 and 1 in increments of 0.1. The simulation
for a single run terminates when each agent’s opinion changed no
more than a small value 𝜖 = 10−3 or when the maximum number of
iterations 𝑡max = 500 is reached. Finally, the number of neighbors
chosen by the algorithmic filtering strategies is 𝑘 = 2.

We ran our experiments on a MacBook Pro machine comprising
of an Intel Core i7 2.6GHz processor with 16GB of memory. Our im-
plementation of the simulation is written in Python and is extended
from the source code of Tsang and Larson for their simulations [25].

6.2 Experimental Results: Polarization
Figures 1 to 4 show the average polarization of agents for the differ-
ent 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 values and different algorithmic filtering strategies. In
these heatmaps, the polarization of agent 𝑣𝑖 is defined as |𝑥𝑖 − 0.5|,
that is, the absolute difference between the agent’s opinion and the
neutral opinion of 0.5 [25]. We now discuss the results for each of
those strategies separately.
Random Neighbors: Figure 1 show the results for the random
neighbors filtering strategy. We make the following observations:
• In the top left quadrant (where 𝑑1 ≤ 0.5 and 𝑑2 ≤ 0.5), opinions
are very polarized as the polarization values are close to the max-
imum of 0.5. The reason for this behavior is that when 𝑑2 ≤ 0.5,
every agent experiences a boomerang effect from their filtered
neighbors with extreme opinions. Specifically, agents whose
opinions are in the range of [0, 0.5] will experience boomerang
effects from filtered neighbors with extreme opinions close to
1 and, consequently, move their opinions closer to 0. Similarly,
agents whose opinions are in the range of [0.5, 1] will experience
boomerang effects from filtered neighbors with extreme opinions
close to 0 and move their opinions closer to 1.

As 20% of agents in the problem are extremists, their neighbors
that are 1-hop away will first experience the boomerang effects



Fig. 1: Average Polarization for the Random Neighbors Filtering
Strategy

described above. However, as their opinions move closer to the
extremes, the agents that are 2-hops awaywill also experience the
boomerang effects. This process continues until a large majority
of agents have extreme opinions.
• In the bottom right quadrant (where 𝑑1 ≥ 0.5 and 𝑑2 ≥ 0.5),
opinions are also very polarized. The reason for this behavior
is similar to the one described above, except that it is due to
assimilation effects instead of boomerang effects. Specifically, all
agents experience assimilation effects from their filtered neigh-
bors with extreme opinions. Agents whose opinions are in the
range of [0, 0.5] will experience assimilation effects from filtered
neighbors with extreme opinions close to 0 and, consequently,
move their opinions closer to 0. The opposite happens for agents
whose opinions are in the range of [0.5, 1].
• In the top right quadrant (where 𝑑1 ≤ 0.5 and 𝑑2 ≥ 0.5), opinions
are less polarized with a general trend of decreasing polarization
with decreasing 𝑑1 and increasing 𝑑2. The reason for this trend
is twofold:
• Agents whose opinions are in the range of [0, 𝑑1] and [1−𝑑1, 1]
will move their opinions closer to 0 and 1, respectively, due
to assimilation effects. As 𝑑1 decreases, the size of the ranges
decrease and, thus, fewer agents experience the assimilation
effects.
• Agents whose opinions are in the range of [0, 1 − 𝑑2] and
[𝑑2, 1] will move their opinions closer to 0 and 1, respectively,
due to boomerang effects. Similar to the previous case, as 𝑑2
increases, the size of the ranges decrease and fewer agents
experience the boomerang effects.

Least Polar Neighbors: Figure 2 show the results for the least
polar neighbors filtering strategy, where agents are exposed to
neighbors whose opinions are closest to 0.5. We make the following
observations:
• Unsurprisingly, agents are significantly less polarized with this
filtering strategy compared to the random neighbors filtering
strategy since they are exposed to least polarizing neighbors.

Fig. 2: Average Polarization for the Least Polar Neighbors Filtering
Strategy

• In the bottom right quadrant (where 𝑑1 ≥ 0.5 and 𝑑2 ≥ 0.5),
opinions are very unpolarized as the polarization values are
close to the minimum of 0. The reason for this behavior is that
every agent experiences assimilation effect from their filtered
neighbors with neutral opinions and, consequently, move their
opinions closer to 0.5.
• There is a general trend of decreasing polarization with increas-
ing 𝑑1 and 𝑑2. We describe the reason for this trend below, where
we use 𝑥mid (= ∼0.5) to refer to the opinion of the least polar
neighbor:
• Agents whose opinions are in the range of [𝑥mid−𝑑1, 𝑥mid+𝑑1]
will move their opinions closer to 𝑥mid due to assimilation
effects. As 𝑑1 increases, the size of the range increases and,
thus, more agents experience the assimilation effect and have
less extreme opinions.
• Agents whose opinions are in the range of [0, 𝑥mid − 𝑑2] and
[𝑥mid+𝑑2, 1] will move their opinions closer to 0 and 1, respec-
tively, due to boomerang effects. As𝑑2 increases, the size of the
ranges decrease and fewer agents experience the boomerang
effects to have more extreme opinions.

Most Similar Neighbors: Figure 3 show the results for the most
similar neighbors filtering strategy, where agents are exposed to
neighbors whose opinions are closest to their opinions. We make
the following observations:
• Overall, agents are more polarized with this filtering strategy
compared to the least polar neighbors filtering strategy since they
are exposed to more polarizing neighbors. However, they are
less polarized than when a random neighbors filtering strategy is
used, reflecting that they are less often influenced by neighbors
with extreme opinions.
• There is a general trend of decreasing polarization with increas-
ing 𝑑2. As this filtering strategy selects neighbors with similar
opinions as that of the agent, it is likely that the differences in
opinion will be small. Further, as 𝑑2 increases, there will be less
of a boomerang effect from the neighbors with differing opinions
and the agents will be predominantly affected by assimilation



Fig. 3: Average Polarization for the Most Similar Neighbors Filtering
Strategy

Fig. 4: Average Polarization for the Most Popular Neighbors Filtering
Strategy

effects from neighbors with similar opinions. Therefore, with
the exception of agents whose initial opinions are close to the
extremes, all other agents will mostly have similar opinions as
their initial opinions.

Most Popular Neighbors: Figure 4 show the results for the most
popular neighbors filtering strategy, where agents are exposed to
neighbors that have the largest number of neighboring agents. We
observe that, unsurprisingly, agents are more polarized with this
strategy compared to the least polar neighbors strategy. However,
they are less polarized than the random neighbors and most similar
neighbors strategies. Further, there is no observable trend for the
different values of 𝑑1 and 𝑑2. The reason for these observations is
that unlike other strategieswhere the choice of selected neighboring
agents depend on their opinions, in this strategy, the choice is
independent of opinions and is time-invariant. Consequently, the
same set of neighboring agents will be chosen in each iteration
of the simulation. Therefore, the resulting polarity of opinions is

largely dependent onwhether extremist agents have a small or large
number of neighbors, and since the extremist agents are selected
randomly, there are no observable trends.

6.3 Experimental Results: Distribution of Final
Opinions

Fig. 5: Distribution of Final Opinions of Non-Extremist Agents for
the Various Filtering Strategies with 𝑑1 = 0.4 and 𝑑2 = 0.7

Fig. 6: Distribution of Final Opinions of Non-Extremist Agents for
the Various Filtering Strategies with 𝑑1 = 0.7 and 𝑑2 = 0.75

Figures 5 and 6 show the distribution of opinions of non-
extremist agents in the final iteration of the simulations for two 𝑑1
and 𝑑2 configuration pairs. Unsurprisingly, the least polar neigh-
bors filtering strategy results in almost all agents having an opinion
of 0.5 in both figures.

With the random neighbors filtering strategy, the agents are
more polarized when 𝑑1 = 0.7 than when 𝑑1 = 0.4, consistent with
our observation in the heatmaps. However, it is interesting to note
that the variance in the opinions of the neutral cluster is not very
large, reflecting a convergence to the neutral opinion of 0.5.

With the most similar neighbors filtering strategy, the same ob-
servation that the polarization of agents is not noticeably different
as there is a relatively large neutral cluster. However, the variance



of the cluster is larger when 𝑑1 = 0.7 compared to 𝑑1 = 0.4. The
reason is that when 𝑑1 is small, only a subset of neighboring agents
selected by the filtering strategy will influence the agent. Therefore,
the opinion of the agent will sway in the direction of the more
similar neighbor. On the other hand, when 𝑑1 is larger, the agent is
influenced by more of its neighbors and its opinion may not change
as much if it is influenced in both directions – towards 0 and 1.

Finally, with the most popular neighbors filtering strategy, simi-
lar to the heatmap for this strategy, there is no observable trend in
the distributions as well for the same reason as described previously.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Social networks have been accused of exacerbating polarization
due to the algorithmic filtering strategies that they employ. By
prioritizing opinions that social network users agree with, and is
thus more likely to engage with, over opinions that users disagree
with, users form filter bubbles around themselves, creating echo
chambers, and promote polarization.

In this paper, we build upon the opinion dynamicsmodel of Tsang
and Larson [25], which models the assimilation effect of interactions
(i.e., the opinion of an agent will converge closer to the opinion that
it is exposed to). We extend the model to also include boomerang
effects (i.e., the opinion of an agent will diverge further away from
the opinion that it is exposed to). Using this extended model, we
empirically evaluated several simple algorithmic filtering strategies
for choosing which opinions to expose to individuals. Our results
show that (1) when prioritizing similar opinions to expose to indi-
viduals, polarization increases as the number of individuals affected
by boomerang effects increases; (2) when prioritizing popularity
of individuals, extreme polarization seldom occur; and (3) when
prioritizing the neutrality of opinions (i.e., preferring non-extreme
opinions over extreme opinions), polarization is unsurprisingly
minimized.

As part of future work, we plan to investigate if these observa-
tions carry over to other opinion dynamics models, such as Friedkin-
Johnsenmodel [16], as well as other forms of graphs (e.g., Stochastic
Block Model [17]) and real-world datasets (e.g., Twitter and Reddit
datasets [11, 22]). We also plan to investigate more complex algo-
rithmic filtering strategies, such as ones that better model likelihood
of engagements into account in social networks. Finally, we plan to
theoretically characterize convergence properties of this approach
under the different algorithmic filtering strategies.
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